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1926 Gordon England Brooklands Replica
Herbert Austin's son-in-law, Arthur Waite, soon began to achieve remarkable sporting successes
beginning at Brooklands in March 1923 and the next month at Monza. Another driver, E C
Gordon England, persuaded Sir Herbert to provide him with a racing 7.
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Dates for your Diary






Tues 25 Jun: Fish 'n Chips
Friday 5 July A Visit to Manor Farm (Entry form later on news letter)
Tues 30 Jul: Evening Rally Bring your car.
Tues 27 Aug: Bring an Interesting Item
15th/16th Sep Club stand at Stoke Prior Steam Rally (See details later
in news letter)

 Tues 24 Sep: AGM





Sun 20 Oct: Autumn Leaves. Start at The Ranch
Tues 29 Oct: Bring 'n Buy
Tues 26 Nov: RNLI talk
Tues 10 Dec: Christmas Meal

More ideas for days out in your vehicle.
July Newport Pagnell Carnival 12pm -4.30pm
If want to let other members know about an event , please e mail me ED.

************************************************
Club night 25th June

Fish and Chip Supper
Optional Steak Pie or Chicken Pie and Chips
Each at £4.00 a head
Please phone or email your order to your
Chairman, (shortly to retire)

The exact number of cars at the Bidford Gliding Club "Wings and Wheels," on
May Bank Holiday Monday, has yet to be declared. However, this event
continues to grow in popularity and a good smattering of MA7C members
joined the party. It was dry and winds were light enough for the wings to
perform throughout the day and we had a fly over by the Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight Douglas C47 Skytrain, more commonly known as the DC3 or
Dakota. The burgers and hot dogs were excellent too!
22 members enjoyed another skittles evening at the May Club night at
Beoley. Once again, Sandra Francis kept us all moving and kept the scores. A
very large thank you to Sandra and to the two skittle boys, Andy Belcher and
Ian Devey ( who was the ultimate winner). During the evening, Sheila quietly
eased over £100 out of members' pockets, for regalia, in particular for the
"Longbridge Produced Austin Bodies 1922-1939" poster. Well done and thank
you to Sheila too. Details of June's Club night can be seen above.
The run to Manor Farm, Wormington on Friday, 5th July and home to
John and Mark Russell is now full. All we need now is a dry day. I will accept a
couple of reserves on the basis that some Austins might be a tad shy of some
of their large machinery.

And finally, don't forget:
Day tba Sept Visit to Shelsley Walsh restored Water Mill
Talk to David Bowlas for further details on these events.
If anyone else has an event that they frequent, please tell us about it so
others can join the party.
That's all for now.

Brem

*****************************************************************************************

PS. Remember the AGM September 24th, support YOUR club.

The Restoration of FAE 588.

Part 2

Getting Started
Just before I begin this blog I have to tell you about the interest shown by several of our friends and
family about the car. As I said in the earlier part of this story I had spent some time restoring a1960
Jaguar MK 2 before centring my interest on this Ruby. Whilst I was engaged in the Jaguar
undertaking several people showed interest but I wouldn’t describe their interest as passionate. Since
acquiring the Ruby the interest shown by friends and family has become quite strong to the extent
that I now have three progress monitors, one of whom is a lady and the debate over what the name
should be has been quite heated. Firstly, everyone has agreed the car is female. (Why?). The
selection of a name had settled down to the choice of two, Isobel or Esmeralda. The debate has now
been resolved insofar as not everyone liked the former but all liked or didn’t dislike the latter. So
Esmeralda she is. The next controversy arose when I suggested that I might prefer to finish the car
dark red over black wings .Well one might have thought I was proposing to commit a heresy. The
point was made quite forcibly that Esmeralda was conceived and born black, why would I wish to
change her colour? It’s important to know when you are on a loser so I back pedalled a little and said
it was only an idea of an option and that really black was always going to be my preferred option. I
can’t wait till it comes to the choice of the internal trimming!
So, as the man said, “a long journey begins with the first step”, or something like that. As I
have intimated earlier my purchase came largely complete but with several boxes of parts, separate
pieces of seating, absolutely no record of the what constituted internal trim, (seats excepted), a do it
yourself self assembly pack of Pytchley Sunshine Roof parts, disassembled door innards and lots and
lots of unknowns. The first thing I needed to do was to sort out all spare parts boxes and to try to
assemble as much as possible a whole car for me to work on. It seemed to me that in some instances
an attempt had been made to say, take out the door glass and not being able to work out how to
complete the task it had just been left. Similarly, careful examination of the wiring indicated that
someone had attempted to do a rewiring job ,(because the wiring was part old and part fairly new),
and at some stage there had been a dead short and a number of wiring junctions showed evidence of
severe burning or melting. I hummed and hared about this for a while to myself and decided to push it
very gently to the back of my mind and return to it later, thus giving me some time to muse it over in
my mind. A common approach of mine to problems where possible and to do nothing for a while! I
thus packed and labelled all of the stuff that I did have , separated it out into things to be worked on
later, candidates for the rechroming works and where I concluded that it needed to renewed or
replaced, it got added to an ever increasing list of parts to be obtained. Of particular interest was the
amount of electrical lighting parts and associated elements. I think if I was careful I could probably fit
out 2 cars! Following my rough plan of action I began to finish the removal of the partially
disassembled glass in the doors and the passenger windows. The latter was fairly simple, it was just
necessary to position the glass panel about roughly centre of the opening with space top and bottom
to hold it and pull it in towards the internal of the car firmly and gently on one side, against the
restraint of the rubber channel. After a certain amount of resistance the side just popped out and
became a candidate for cleaning and packaging away to store. That worked quite well for both sides.
The glass panels in the doors were not so simple; first I had to completely remove the lock and latch
mechanisms which clearly blocked any chance of taking the glass out. Even then there was
insufficient space to do the same trick I had done with the passenger side so it needed something

else. Looking at the timber framing of the door I noticed that whilst the main framing was jointed
solidly together at each point so to speak, the centre rail was in fact secured by 3 screws to each
joint on both sides and it occurred to me that if I was to carefully remove said rail there was good
chance that the glass panel might be eased out. As with all things on our mature cars the screws

were rusted well into place but after a few deft” whacks” with my trusty rubber hammer onto the
end of the screwdriver held in place over the cross headed slot on each screw, after a few screeches
and squwaks, and after 82 years, they grudgingly gave way and came out into the light of day. The
central rail wasn’t glued into place and so after its removal, guess what? Applying the same
technique I had used for the passenger side glass panels, the door glazing pieces also just popped
out! Hurrah! My joy was short lived however when I later examined the doors and established that
major repairs would be necessary in particular to their bottom rails both of which had been the
subject of severe attack from wet rot and wood worm! Hey! Ho! Also, all of the seals for the doors
and the windows are well past their sell by date and have been added to the list of components
needing replacement. As a bit of mild relaxation I finished the day by removing the number plates
and the rear lights. Now, according to my “Original Austin Seven” book and the maintenance
manual, the Ruby was not sold with 2 rear side lights, only the one central stop light and rear light
combined, and it was fitted centrally, mounted on the casing for the spare wheel compartment.
Further evidence of historical changes was noticeable by the fact that it was clear that in the past yet
another different type of rear light had been fitted to both sides because of a) the imprint of its
original position on the paint work and b) there is a small extra hole in the wing just above the
present hole for the rear light which seems to suggest that wiring for indicator lights, and perhaps
integrated stop light units had at some stage graced that space! The next task I undertook was the
removal of the two doors the spare wheel compartment casing and the luggage shelf that folds out.
Strangely, (or so it seems to me), I began to examine the passenger door and identified what
appears to be a non-standard bracket and hinged restraint that it is fitted to the bottom of the door
and passes out through a hole in the door frame sill and has a rubber grommet on the end of the
stay that bounces against the inside of the sill. There is no similar fitting on the driver’s side door
albeit there is a hole in the sill where possibly one might have been. Mind you, the rotten condition
of the bottom of the driver’s side door was so bad it’s unlikely one would still exist had it been fitted
any way! ( see the picture of the bracket). Anyway, I‘ve removed said bracket and resolved to carry
out more research on what this is for and how it came to be fitted as a supplement to the normal
door restraint strap. Carrying on with the door removal, I struggled with trying to loosen the
bolted/screwed connections of the door hinges for some time and having got one door off I
concluded that my American AF and metric spanners and sockets were just not suitable, albeit the
Austin Maintenance Manual refers to the fact that all the cars were sent out from the factory with a
set of 1/4”,3/8”,1/2” etc open ended spanners and box spanners, plus several other maintenance
tools. (BSF muppet!) It suddenly hit me that these were the accepted norm in the days of the
Manual and that AF and Metric simply didn’t apply! I quickly sorted out from my dusty range of
spanners a good range of suitable BSF / Whitworth stuff and invested in a reasonably good quality
3/8” socket set of the same with long and standard reach sockets. No more cussing and use of
adjustable spanners! Both doors are now hanging on the garage wall awaiting significant repairs. I
next decided to do the easy job of taking out the luggage rack from the spare wheel compartment.
As a precursor to this I gave all six of the bolts a good dose of Halfords best penetrating oil and left
them overnight, in the hopeful anticipation that this shouldn’t be too difficult a job. It took me four
hours to remove five of the bolts and the next day I took a nut splitter to the last one and wrenched
it off the end of the bolt! Right I thought let’s just get this out. It wouldn’t move and it took me
several minutes to work out that the rack is also secured with set screws and nuts, and sandwiched
between the body work that provides a socket retainer for the compartment cover and its CP
escutcheons. More penetrating oil later and after much wrestling with two hands on what was at

least a three handed job, and a further hour and a half later I finally got the blooming thing out!
Must keep reminding myself that I’m doing this for fun!

Picture of the strange bracket to the passenger door and
how it passes on a rod thro’ a hole in the door frame sill.

Picture showing the slotted end of the luggage rack, and its position to the right, of the slotted hole
in the body of the compartment for the spare wheel. Also, see the daylight coming thro’ the hole in
the bottom of said compartment!

The range of electrical components looking
from both sides of the bench.

Next Instalment, the Removal of the Wiring Harness............ Bob Smith

Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show with Discovery 2019
We have been invited to display at the NEC this year at the Classic Car Show.
Set up is Thursday 7th November and the show is open Friday 8th until Sunday
10th November. If you would like to be involved or display your car or even
know some more about the show; please speak to Andy Lowe at a club night or
on 0121 477 0547. We have been offered a 11.5 x 4 mtrs stand a joining the
Pre-War A7 Club and the Austin10 drivers club in Hall 4.

***************************************************************************
Company No 6803165

The Companies Act 1985 to 1989

Midlands Austin Seven Club Ltd (MA7C Ltd)
(A Company Limited by guarantee and not having a share capital)
Annual General Meeting
Tuesday 24th September 2019
NOTICE is hereby given that the 9th Annual General Meeting of The Midlands Austin Seven
Club Ltd will take place in the Village Hall at Beoley at 8 pm on Tuesday 24th September
2019 for the following purposes:
1. To receive and consider the report of the Directors for the end of year 31st January 2018
2. To receive Notification of the accounts for the financial year ending 31st January 2018
3. The Election of Directors (note 1)
4. The Election of the Committee (note 2)
5. To consider any other business notified in accordance with the Company's articles of
Association (note 3).
By order of the Board
R S Prophet
Secretary
7th June 2019
Notes:
1. Two directors were elected at the 2012 AGM. These directorships, which are now held by
R Bremner-Smith "Chairman" and I Devey "Treasurer", will not be up for re-election at the
meeting.
2. Members are encouraged to stand as members of the Committee; those wishing to do so
should notify the Secretary in writing of their willingness to serve not less than 14 days prior
to the AGM; they should have the support of one proposer and one seconder, both of whom
should be full members of MA7C Ltd.
3. Only items which have been included in the agenda for the AGM and notified to the
Secretary not less than 14 days prior to the AGM may be discussed during the formal part of
the AGM. The board has the discretion over the detail of the agenda.

TAKE A LOOK!

CLUB REGALIA

As you will all know, Sheila does a sterling job selling Regalia for the benefit of the Club and, at the
May Club Evening, she really pulled the stops out and sold stock valued at about £100: not bad
considering that only 22 members were there. However, as members will appreciate, it would be
impossible to expect Sheila to bring every item she has in her stock to every event so attached below
is a list of items which she holds ready to pass on to you in exchange for a few coins of the Realm. If
you wish to suggest a line which may be popular amongst members, please have a word with Sheila
and the committee will consider it.

ITEM
Austin 7 Weather Vane
Fleece
Fleece
Sweatshirt
Polo Shirt
Polo Shirt
Scarf
Wooley Hat
Baseball Cap
Rain Hat
Ladies' Tops
Greetings Cards
Christmas Cards
Postcards
Packet of Cards
Large Magnet
Small Magnet
Car Badge
Car Key Ring
Car Sticker
Ruby Badge
Picture Key Ring
Plaque
Production Poster
Austin Spec Poster
Poster
Club Badge (Sew on)
Binder
Pencil Sharpener
Tax Disc
Coasters (Packet)
Coasters (Packet)
Computer Mousemat
Radiator Badge
Mug
Large Model

COST
£30.00
£20.00
£25.00
£14.50
£12.50
£13.00
£ 8.50
£10.00
£10.00
£ 6.50
£ 7.50
£ 1.00
£ 2.10
£ .50
£ 2.00
£ 2.75
£ 1.75
£ 1.75
£ 2.35
£ 1.50
£ 2.50
£ 2.00
£10.00
£ 3.50
£ 2.50
£ 5.50
£ 2.50
£ 4.50
£ 2.99
£ 1.20
£ 6.00
£ 2.50
£ 5.00
£ 4.50
£ 6.00
£25.00

Wollaton Surprise

Lesley Marriner

June 9th was the annual Autokana at Wollaton Park Nottingham which we have
been going to for more than 40 years. This year was no different, camping with
good friends on the same blade of grass and doing the same eating rituals!
On the Sunday which is the show day Keith was off to wander round the
vehicles and I wanted him to take some photos for this news letter. He got way
layed by a specific vehicle, and that was the end of my selection of photos to
share with you.
Luckily Paul Eden took some of the Austins (but there were many more vehicles,
vintage caravans and other exhibits).

Then it became clear why Keith had been stopped in his tracks.

There was the Austin 7 Tourer we had sold about 18months ago to a guy in the
south of England, JO 4956. What a Wollaton surprise!

We didn`t really expect to see the car again in our “neck of the woods”. Of
course stories of restoration and exploits of the car were exchanged. JO only
lives about 25 miles from us so we can pass on photos, but not the car`s most
memorable trip doing our daughter`s wedding. We hope the new owners have as
much fun as we had in JO.
*******************************************************************
It has come to my notice that along with Charlie Plain-Jones, our very own John Eden, Andy
Lowe and Arthur Davies, and no doubt others, have been instrumental in the restoration and
relocation of Jack French`s Garage to the Atwell-Wilson Museum.
Hopefully they will receive VIP treatment for their labours, well done lads!

2019 Annual Rally ~ Atwell-Wilson Motor Museum
Saturday 20th & Sunday 21st July

Entry Form
Please read the notes overleaf before completing your entry.
Name ............................................................................. Membership no./ home club
.............................
Address
................................................................................................................................................
.......
.................................................................................... post code
..................................................
Tel no.

................................................ email

...........................................................................................

Vehicle Make / Model
.................................................................................................................................
Year ................................. Reg No. ........................................ Chassis No.
..............................................
Class Entered ................................................ New restoration (BA7C only)
............................. Yes / No
Do you wish to join the Saturday Scenic Run
............................................................................. Yes / No
Do you require trailer parking
..................................................................................................... Yes / No
If you wish to enter more than one car please provide details on a separate sheet.

Entry Fee ~ including admission to the Atwell-Wilson Motor Museum for 2 .......... £15 per
car .............
Camping ~ charge for the weekend ...................................................................... £15 per
unit .............
please circle as appropriate....tent / caravan / camper / m'home ... Fri / Sat /
Sun

Notes :
1.
the

Our 2019 rally will again be held at the Atwell-Wilson Motor Museum. The museum site is just south of
A4 at Quemerford to the east of Calne centre - Downside, Stockley Lane, Calne, Wiltshire SN11 0SE.

2.

The event will take place over 2 days with a scenic road run on Saturday afternoon followed by a 'bring
your own' picnic/bbq supper in the evening and a static rally on Sunday during which the now restored
'Jack French' garage will be officially opened.
Each car entered will receive 2 tickets for admission to the Atwell-Wilson Museum.

3.

a
not

Entrants may camp in an area adjacent to the rally field on Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights for a flat
fee of £15 per unit irrespective of the length of stay. Please note that facilities are limited - there are no
showers but arrangements have been made for entrants to use the showers at Calne Leisure Centre at
cost of £2.50 per person subject to availability due to planned refurbishment work. Electric hookups are
available. Those staying over on Sunday night are asked to leave the site by 10.00am Monday.

4.
fires

BBQs and stoves will be permitted in the camping area provided that they are off the ground but open
are expressly prohibited.

5.

Dogs are welcome but must be kept on a lead at all times.

6.
More comprehensive camping facilities are available at Blackland Lakes Holiday Centre approx 5
minutes walk from the museum - 01249 810943. Calne Visitor Information Centre provides listings of hotel and
B&B accommodation in the area - 01249 814000.
7.

Trailers can be accommodated but depending on the number of entries you may be asked to park them
and your tow car in another part of the site away from the rally field.

8.
On Sunday the rally field will be open from 9.00am and ideally all vehicles should be in place by
11.00am
when judging commences. Entries on the day of both Sevens and Historic vehicles and visitors
in
'moderns' are welcome.
9.

Cars will be positioned on the rally field by class. Please select the class appropriate for your vehicle(s)
from the following list:
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

Tourers - short chassis - magneto engine 1923/28
Tourers - short chassis - coil engine 1928/31
Tourers - long chassis - chrome radiator 1931/35
Tourers - Open Road / Opal 1934/39

Class 5

Saloons - short chassis 1926/31 Class 6

Class 7
Class 8

Mk1 Ruby / Pearl 1934/36
Mk2 Ruby / Pearl & Big Sevens 1936/39

Class 9
Class 12
Class 15

Sport
Class 10
Replica
Class 13 Specials
Historic Vehicles - non Austin Seven

Saloons - long chassis - chrome radiator 1931/34

Commercials

Class 11 Coach Built
Class 14 Austin Engineering

A self judging system will be used to decide the winner in each class. You may judge the cars in your own class
and those cars in the same group eg. all short chassis cars. If you do not wish your car to be judged you will be
able to indicate this on the card displaying your rally number. Completed judging slips must be returned by
2.00pm for inclusion in the count.
10.

th

Entry forms must be received by Monday 8 July 2019 to be included in the entrants listing with the
rally programme. You may still enter after this date or turn up on the day but your car may not be
judged and may be parked in a different area of the rally field to similar models.

Rally Scene 2019.
1st May bank holiday proved cold but dry at the A47 auto jumble and rally. Overwhelmed
with classics more of the public parking was pressed into service. As well as the normal
location the auto jumble snaked around the hedge row and into the distance.

Alvis looking
gracious and
appealing.

Sheila Van Dam's
Talbot 508 on
display at
Bulkington WMC
on a warm Tuesday
evening. Pat moss
also drove the
sister car in the
Monty.

For the second one in May the weather forecast for bank holiday Monday lived up to its
expectation cold with rain and occasional heavy cloud bursts evident on the roads. These
were the conditions as we drove to Bidford wings and wheels. An excellent collection of
transport was pleasing to the eye with more arriving on a regular basis the checker tape was
moved several times to accommodate. Having sampled coffee and bacon batches it was
time to appreciate the hardware. Later a quick count made for 260 cars, 40 bikes, 12
tractors and of course light planes were active throughout the day, especially the Pitts doing
its aerobatics.
We left just before the Dakota`s appearance enjoying improving dry and sunny weather
conditions all the way.

Supercharged Bentley,
showing the highest
engineering quality.

Triumph Gloria 1937,
and it was glorious to
behold.

Rikk Harrison......

Part 3 of the Restoration of FAE 588

Bob Smith

The Removal of the Wiring Harness
If you are ever unsure about whether to reuse or replace an existing old wiring installation read on.
If you read the earlier parts of this historical Blog you will recall that I had begun to have serious
misgivings about the existing wiring harness. From the first time that I peered into the gloomy
depths of the spare wheel compartment it was clear to me that there was evidence of amateur
wiring wandering around the inner shell of the same. Not only was it just bare unprotected cable but
it was fitted in such a way that it must have been in contact with the wheel and subject to the
inevitable rubbing and chaffing that would have occurred. I was also suspicious about the fact that
the wiring served two extra rear lights to what would have been installed when the car came out of
the factory and there were also at least two different types of the additional rear lights that had
been fitted during the life the car, witnessed by the imprints of the differing types of fitting on the
paintwork and the extra hole in the wheel arch above the present fitting, with nothing in it! My
concerns deepened as I looked more carefully around the car and traced the routeing of the harness.
The harness from the front engine bay of the car entered the spare wheel compartment at the
driver’s side in the middle of the compartment edge and the two cables were secured into a sort of
junction box, (without a lid), and all the feed wires to the rear lights came out of it. The box fell into
pieces when I touched it. More, the wiring for the rear lights then became 3 sets and the joint for
this was what looked like a lump covered in insulation tape! Upon unwinding said tape it exposed
the 3 sets of wires with their bare wires all twisted together. As the French might say, “merde!” As
the Brits might say, “it was a uniquely creative solution to a problem.” (See the picture of
this).Undaunted I pressed on and followed the harness out of the compartment behind the wheel
arch and along the length of the chassis rail. The harness passed along the side of the petrol tank
following the edging of the two parts of the tank where it was fabricated together and it was
secured to a hole in one edge with a piece of galvanised wire with its two ends twisted together. The
wiring harness was quite chaffed at this point indicating that movement of the car had caused
wearing to occur. (oh oh!). Continuing, further along the harness had a separate cable coming out of
it and it fed into the top of the sender unit of the petrol tank. I knew it was so because a square part
of the metal floor had been removed immediately above the petrol tank over the sender unit and it
,( the sender unit), had been removed, not refitted and was just sitting on the top of the tank
without any set screw fixings to refit it present. Oh joy! (see the picture). As I continued to trace the
loom route I came across another cable passing into the stop light switch albeit it only had one
connection and the other was just hanging there unconnected. Mercifully, it was time for dinner at
this point and I left the job resolving to continue asap. Tracking the rest of the loom back to the front
of the car, the loom was held in place against the inside face of the chassis channel section rail by
several thin strips of metal spot welded on one edge. At least a couple of suspicious lumps on the
loom suggested they warranted further investigation,(more twisted cable ends?). As I said earlier,
there was another cable coming off the loom a little further along which went into and out of the
stop light switch, operated by the brake, which was interesting because I didn’t remember seeing a
separate feed for the stop light to work off in the spare wheel compartment, as the Italians might
say, “problema” or as we Brits might say, “oh crikey”! (see the picture of this). The loom from front
to back finally exited in the engine bay where there were more exciting examples of creative wiring
to behold. The loom from the back entered a domestic type of block connector attached to the flat

section of the base outside of the fire wall and a number of similar coloured cables came out of the
block connector and went off in various directions, some were just lying unconnected. By this time I
was somewhat discouraged to say the least and I decided to record as best as possible all of the
connections and to sketch the parts of the installation that formed part of the identifiable design as
indicated by the diagrammatic wiring diagram in the books that I have about the car. My reason for
doing this is because the wiring as I could see it, was not all of the right colour, there were further
examples of wires being joined and going off in confusing directions, one of the signal trafficators
was connected to the wrong part of the loom and the other was not connected to anything and
again the colour of the wiring was wrong. Finally and most worrying of all I could see evidence of a
severe dead short around the battery box, (the rubber lifting knobs had melted), one of the
connections to the ammeter had also melted and probably fried the instrument and there were lots
and lots of bits of wiring simply not connected to anything. (see the picture).I was however
determined to establish what had caused the dead short and so after carefully labelling everything
and sketching as I said above, I completely removed all of the installation and transferred my
research onto the floor of the conservatory, having first laid down a clean dust sheet to avoid any
domestic conflict. The hand twisted wiring connections that I suspected would be there in the
earlier part of the loom proved to be correct,(a lovely shade of oxidised green), and dangerous
chaffing had left all but bare wiring in the section that had passed around the petrol tank secured by
a bit of galvanised wire.(see the pictures again please). From what I could conclude most of the
wiring performed a function albeit the colours were all wrong and it looked like the multi-coloured
swop shop when laid out. Certainly short cuts had been made in at least two places where separate
additional wiring had been avoided by the simple expedient of joining two together from one. The
dead short had taken place presumably when the ignition had been switched on after the
installation of a battery and an exposed part of the main positive cable had come into contact with
the metal battery store box and bulkhead. The smoky bits of evidence were plain to see once I
realised what had happened. (see the picture).to complete the removal of the loom it was necessary
to remove the instrument panel with all that entails. I made use of the sketching technique again
and another picture of this part of my saga shows the loom lying on the conservatory floor, the
sketches to which I referred scattered about and the picture of the wiring diagram enlarged to A3
size,( it cost just 20 pence), and the cable lines shown thereon correctly coloured to allow for their
correct identification. Once the loom was removed and the labelling was checked against the wiring
diagram I packed it away for possible future reference but certainly not use! After the slog of getting
to this stage I felt like a bit of light relief so I removed the “patients pending” brass plate from inside
the car, the Austin badge from the top of the radiator cowling and the two information labels fixed
to the side of the storage box next to the battery store. All labelled and put into store. Interestingly,
the removal of the brass plate exposed the original wood grain finish of the front dashboard, it’s an
unusual colouring being a sort of mid brown field with dark grey graining. Another decision to be
made now, shall I try to replicate this or just stick with the body colour? answers on a post card
please to the Editor. Cable routing for those wires in the cab area and which I noted are; the horn
cables under bonnet go through a hole immediately behind the horn and through the bulkhead
passing down and through the glove compartment and into the engine bay. The cables to the signal
trafficators go behind the bulkhead, one through the glove box up the gap between the timber
carcass piece and the window frame corner, across the top of the roof gap behind the timber carcass
and down the hollow centre of the B post to the mounting position of the respective signal. The
reinstallation will require the use of a mouse to fit these items next time. The loom from the rear of

the car came into the engine bay through a small hole down close to floor on the driver’s side, (see
the photograph of this indicated by a screwdriver sticking out of the hole).
So, the burning question, (pardon the pun), of the day is, shall I or shan’t I replace the wiring loom;
what do you think?

This is the spare wheel compartment showing
the wiring coming in on the right via a sort of block connector and the wiring to the rear light passing
over the wheel mount and being further divided by the screwed together bunch at the top of the
picture and covered by insulation tape.

This is the stop light switch one end of which was not fixed and the wire itself going nowhere, once it
came out of the switch.

The cabling confusion which was behind the
instrument display panel. See the burnt terminal to the ammeter, first right.

See the burnt rubber knob on the top of the battery box.
The primary battery connection coming out of the box and
connecting to the starter motor has a bare exposed cable
end which shorted onto the box from another ignition cable
Note, cables going all over the place, many not connected
to anything.

This is the hole cut into the top of the back seat
panel showing the piece cut out to access the
petrol tank sender unit. The sender was just simply
lying on top of the tank.

This picture shows the chaffed cable loom from its
position wired to the petrol tank and at the top left
can be seen the green oxidised two cable ends screwed
together.

This picture is taken in my conservatory where I tried to make sense of the loom etc. The 3 sketches
on the sofa and the floor are those I created for my own record of what I found and the drawing
propped up against the sofa is the A3 enlargement of the wiring diagram with correctly coloured
cables marked to facilitate my circuit testing.

Down in the bowels of the engine bay again! At the bottom left and in the gloom beneath the starter
motor there is a screwdriver head sticking out which reminds me where the wiring loom from the
rear of the car passes through into the engine bay. To the left and at the bottom of the picture can
be seen the domestic connector block used to join a number of cables coming from inside the car.
Why? I don’t know and anyway I’ve given up trying to make any sense of this installation now.
NB. Post the immediate conclusion of this story I was cleaning the gunge from around the engine etc
and my cleaning exposed this, what looks like a multiple earth point. As with other parts of the
wiring the wire that it served has been cut off. Anyone out there able to throw any light on what it
actually is and what it is used for please?

(Apologies for having to move your article around but we do have a page restraint which has
implications for postage.)ED

The Pre 1940

MORRIS REGISTER
Limited
MORRIS REGISTER & MORRIS VEHICLE ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL RALLY
th
9 – 11th August 2019
Thoresby Park, nr Ollerton, Nottinghamshire NG22 9EP

It gives me great pleasure to invite you and your members to the 2019 Morris Register and Morris
Vehicle Association Rally.
For over 20 years the Morris Register has held its’ National Rally in the extensive and beautiful
grounds of Thoresby Park in the heart of Sherwood Forest. The event runs from Friday 9th to
Sunday 11th August with camping available through to Monday 12th August
There will be a full program of entertainment over the weekend which will include a gymkhana on
Saturday morning and a treasure hunt style road run on Saturday afternoon. There will be live
music in the hospitality marquee on Friday and Saturday evenings. Sunday will be the main event
with all the cars lining up for display and judging. Prize giving will take place in the afternoon with
live music from Thoresby Colliery Band.
Throughout the weekend there will be a selection of catering facilities to keep hunger at bay and
licensed bar for the thirst
Autojumble and other stalls will be there all weekend and if any of your members would like to take
a pitch or you know of any one that would they are more than welcome. Please contact me on the
email shown below for a traders entry form
There is plenty of room to stop on-site in caravans/tents or there is a good selection of bed and
breakfast establishments and hotels in the local area.
A copy of the entry form for your members wanting to attend is enclosed. An electronic copy is
available by contacting me at thoresby@morrisregister.co.uk
In the meantime, please contact me if you require further information. We look forward to
welcoming you all to Thoresby in August.
Yours sincerely,

Ben Gadsby
National Rally Organiser
Holly Cottage
Eakring Road
Wellow
Newark
Notts
NG22 0EG
01623 835771
07999 869572

MA7C Event

A visit to Manor Farm,
Wormington, Near Broadway
on Friday, 5th July,
Starting with a meander around the Vale of Evesham:
* At 11.00 o'clock with a coffee at the 'Vegetable Matters' Farm Shop and Cafe
in Ebrington. GL55 6NJD (TBC).
* Follow a route card to lunch at either, The Flag and Whistle, Toddington
Station. GL54 5DT and/or The Pheasant Inn, Toddington. GL54 5DT (Yes, the
same postcode... 'tis but a small village!).
* After lunch, drive on to John and Mark Russell's Manor Farm, Wormington,
to view some serious agricultural and transport equipment.
* After which, tea may be taken at the Dumbleton Hall Hotel, Dumbleton.
WR11 7TS with splendid views across the Vale of Evesham.
Numbers are limited, so first come etc.
Register your place with Brem by post or email, by 21st June latest
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Entry Form:
A visit to Manor Farm, Wormington, Nr Broadway on Friday, 5th July
Name: .......................................................... Tel #: .....................................
Address: ......................................................................................................
Post code:...................... Email: ...................................................................
Austin Reg #: ...................... # in your car 1 / 2 Please circle.

This year MA7C are having a stand at Stoke Prior
Steam Rally on the September 15th and16th. It`s a great event with
something for all the family.
If you can bring your vehicle on either or both days please fill in the entry
form below and advise the Club Secretary of the days you will be attending.
Do not send the form to the secretary send it to the address on the form. For
further details e mail , stokeprior@shakespearerally.com

